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Company Background

RNAssist

• Founded in 2013 by Dr Andrew Goldsborough 
and Dr Malcolm Bates, experts in biomolecule 
stabilisation

• The range, vivoPHIX™ and genoPHIX™ were 
developed as RNA stabilisers, each with 
unique properties:
genoPHIX™ for projects involving large tissue 
samples
vivoPHIX™ for single-cell genomic analysis 
(e.g scRNA-seq, scDNA-seq)

• Over 250 evaluators worldwide, including the 
Sanger Institute, Pasteur Institute, CDC, 
CRUK, Oxford & Cambridge Universities, 
Canadian Food Inspection Agency, MIT and 
NIBSC. 

Rapid Labs

• Founded in 2008 by Ian Christopher, Adam 
Mitchell and Carla Smolarek 

• Over 70+ years combined experience in 
manufacture and global distribution of rapid 
and affordable diagnostic reagents 

• Customers in over 100 countries via 
distributors, NGOs, and hospitals

• Popular products include rapid tests for 
infectious disease (Dengue, Malaria, HIV), 
and Blood Grouping Reagents

• ISO 13485:2016 certified and manufacture 
many CE-marked IVDs including Annex II List 
A products.



RNAssist reagents in Application

The Pasteur Institute has successfully demonstrated 
inactivation of the Zika Virus using vivoPHIX™ :

To determine the ability of vivoPHIX™ to inhibit ZIKV in
mosquito tissue sample, ZIKV-infected mosquito midguts
were dissected at 6 dpi. Mosquito midguts were then
chopped into 3-4 small pieces then transfer into
vivoPHIX™ . Samples were then treated at 4 degree
Celsius for 30 minutes before infectious virus titration by
focus forming assay. All of the mosquito in the untreated
group were infected with >50,000 FFU/mosquito midgut,
while no viable virus particles could be detected in the
vivoPHIX™ treated particles.

The Pasteur Institute successfully transferred their 
dengue research from a CL3 to CL2 Lab thanks to 

vivoPHIX™:

Mosquito host cells were incubated for 5 days before 
staining with anti-Dengue antibody. No Dengue virus 
presence was detected. Read the paper here.

The difference in working in a Cat 3 (CL3) vs Cat 2 
(CL2) lab can have huge implications from a financial 
and logistical perspective in addition to the stringent 
health and safety measures put in place.

Dengue samples were treated with vivoPHIX™ and 
shipped from East Africa to Paris via Dubai at ambient 
temperature.

The Sanger Institute maps the mosquito 
immune system using vivoPHIX™:

The study published in Science discusses the
discovery of new types of mosquito immune cells,
including a rare cell type that could be involved in
limiting malaria infection, as well as identifying
molecular pathways implicated in controlling the
malaria parasite.

The Sanger Institute used vivoPHIX™ to enable the
fixation, stabilisation and single cell preparation of
hemocytes for scRNA-seq (10x Genomics).

https://www.cell.com/trends/immunology/pdf/S1471-4906(20)30002-8.pdf
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/369/6507/1128/tab-pdf


Development of virusPHIX+™

Unique properties of both genoPHIX™ 
and vivoPHIX™ demonstrate inactivation 

of viruses & bacteria

A need was also identified for a version 
of the reagent that could be purchased 

at large volumes for the safe transport of 
samples across remote parts of the world 

with poor infrastructure and hot 
temperatures

The COVID-19 outbreak also highlighted 
the importance of a transport medium 
that can both stabilise SARS-CoV-2 RNA 
and inactivate the virus that could be 

used in a high throughput, mass testing 
capacity

Thanks to feedback from Prof Paul 
Klapper (Alderley Park Lighthouse Labs) 

and Paul Harper (Astra Zeneca / 
Lighthouse), the formulation was 

modified with a lower viscosity to enable 
easier automated pipetting on Hamilton 

Robots, becoming virusPHIX+™

virusPHIX™ was 
developed, initially for 
nasopharangeal swabs 
and then validated for 

compatibility with saliva 
and sputum samples

Patented Safety Membrane developed to 
prevent virusPHIX+™ leaking out of the 
sample collection tube in the event of a 

spill in a home testing environment



Key properties of virusPHIX+™

Virus Inactivation RNA Stabilisation

10log6 reduction in 
SARS-CoV-2 virus 

titre (1:1 sample to 
reagent ratio, 10 

mins at room 
temperature), see 

slide 8

1 month stabilisation 
of SARS-CoV-2 RNA in 

sputum samples, 
stored at 20°C, see 

slide 7

Data kindly provided by The Roslin Institute, Edinburgh & Qnostics, Glasgow

Guanidine Free Robust Formula

Effective at ambient 
temperatures over a long 
term period, with short term 
stability at temperatures as 
extreme as -80°C to +37°C

5 year shelf life (unopened)

Compatible with most front end 
RNA purification kits

Non-volatile and does not produce 
cyanide gas when mixed with 
household cleaning products, such 
as bleach in the event of a spill 
(unlike guanidine containing 
reagents) 

Inactivates viruses/bacteria whilst 
stabilising RNA

Contains no chemicals in short 
supply and manufactured in the UK

Optimised for high throughput automated testing

Viscosity of virusPHIX+™ optimised in collaboration with Paul Harper and Prof.
Paul Klapper (Alderley Park Lighthouse Lab) for greater compatibility on
Hamilton robot machine



Key properties of virusPHIX+™

All tested viruses have been inactivated by virusPHIX+™, indicating suitability as a VTM for future pandemics. virusPHIX+™ 
has also demonstrated inactivation of some bacteria. Examples of inactivated viruses/bacteria of significant interest are listed

below:

Influenza A

(a HIV surrogate)

Hepatitis B 
(duck)

(a surrogate for 
Hep B)

Feline 
Immunodeficiency 

Virus

Dengue

Vaccinia

(vectors infect 
broad host range 

and cell types)

SARS-CoV-2



virusPHIX+™ Stabilisation Data

Independent study by Qnostics UK demonstrated that virusPHIX+™ stabilises SARS-CoV-2 virus RNA for at least 33 days at 20°C. Sputum 
samples spiked with SARS-CoV-2 RNA were analysed over 33 days, and the Ct value was compared with virusPHIX+™ treated samples and 

control (no stabiliser added):



virusPHIX+™ Inactivation Data

A recent study from the Roslin Institute in
Edinburgh, UK concluded that virusPHIX+™
inactivates SARS-CoV-2 in as little as 10 minutes
when treated at a 1:1 sample to reagent ratio at
room temperature. Under these conditions, a
10log6 reduction in SARS-CoV-2 virus titre was
recorded.



Positive control Negative control

Thanks to Professor Paul Klapper - Alderley Park

SARS-CoV-2 Alderley Park Lighthouse Lab PCR (Thermo Fisher) Results

TF GITC 4M
TF GITC 2M
TF GHCl 40%
BB 1.0% PHMB
BB 0.1% PHMB
virusPHIX
Qnostics VTM

Limit of Detection (LOD) study demonstrating the successfull detection of Low (100), Medium (1000) and High (10,000) SARS-CoV-2 copies/ml. In each
case, 3 different SARS-CoV-2 genes were detected (Orf1ab, N gene and S gene) using the ThermoFisher KingFisher RNA purification and RT-PCR
reagents. Comparison of detection sensitivity was made between virusPHIX and other reagents including Guanidine (GITC and GHCl) and BlueBerry
PHMB. The axis labelled « Cq » represents the amount of SARS-CoV-2 detected, the lower the number the more virus was detected.
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Positive control 

SARS-CoV-2 Cambrdige Lighthouse Lab PCR (Primer Design) Results

TF GITC 4M

TF GITC 2M

TF GHCl 40%

BB 1.0% PHMB

BB 0.1% PHMB

virusPHIX

Qnostics VTM

Limit of Detection (LOD) study demonstrating the successfull detection of log 2 (100), log3 (1000) and log4 (10,000) SARS-CoV-2 copies/ml. 3 different
SARS-CoV-2 genes were detected (Orf1ab, N gene and S gene) using the Ortho Diagnostics RNA purification and Primer Design RT-PCR reagents. The
axis labelled « Cq » represents the amount of SARS-CoV-2 detected, the lower the number the more virus was detected.



virusPHIX+™ Inactivation Data

Inactivation study of SARS-CoV-2 
after 24 hours, performed by the 
Walter and Elisa Hall Institute, 

Melbourne 



virusPHIX+™ Long Term Stability 

Additional study demonstrates 12 
month stability of Hepatitis C virus 
when treated with vivoPHIX™ and 

stored at room temperature



virusPHIX+™ Additional Safety Features

Patented safety membrane to prevent leakage of
virusPHIX+™ in the event of a spillage in the home
testing environment.

Membrane dissolves in saliva sample after approx. 2
minutes when shaken/inverted, instantly inactivating
any virus present in sample upon contact with
virusPHIX+™. virusPHIX+™ treated samples can then
be safely transported and analysed in a high
throughput laboratory.

Safety membrane feature is compatible for both swab
and saliva samples.

Click on the images to play demo video (view ppt as 
slide show)



virusPHIX+™ as a solution for COVID-19 Testing

Toddler-proof, easy to use sample collection tube that safely inactivates SARS-CoV-2 virus RNA whilst preserving the RNA 
quality for downstream testing

Optimised formula for high throughput analysis in lighthouse laboratories

Compatible with front end RNA purification kits

Highly scalable production process, manufactured in the UK with easily obtainable raw ingredients and equipment available 
from multiple suppliers

Compatible for both saliva and swab samples

Inactivates all other viruses evaluated for potential use for future pandemics

Effective at room temperature, no need for expensive cold chain transport. RNA stability demonstrated at 30 days, enabling 
analysis to continue in the event of logistical bottlenecks.

Does not produce hydrogen cyanide when mixed with household cleaning products, such as bleach in the event of a spill 
(unlike other guanidine based transport mediums)

5 year shelf life (unopened), suitable for future use in the event of another pandemic



Thank you for your consideration

Please contact us if you have any further questions:

Production/Supply Enquiries

Ian Christopher
Chief Executive Officer

Rapid Labs Limited

Ian.christopher@rapidlabs.co.uk

mailto:Ian.christopher@rnassist.com

